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"Containers affect
how we acquire,
distribute, and
develop content.
Without the
confines of the
container, each
piece of content
must be able to
stand alone."

A Look Through the Rearview:
Reflections on a Keynote

E

very April, Allen Press hosts our Emerging Trends in Scholarly Publishing™ seminar. The
seminar brings together publishers from around the country to explore new ideas and
innovations in the world of scholarly publishing. This year’s theme, Life in the Fast Lane: Driving
Change or Changing Drivers? provided a vehicle for considering how exciting new publishing
technologies and alternative revenue sources in the commercial and trade publishing arena may have
application for the communication of science.
In his keynote address, "A Look Through the Windshield," Joe Wikert, Director of Strategy and
Business Development at Olive Software, presented 17 trends he sees shaping the future of
publishing. Wikert was quick to point out his bias toward trade publishing, stating that not all of his
points would be salient for the STM publishing industry, but I found most of his insights quite relevant.
In this article, I’ll share the trends Wikert presented as well as some of my own thoughts on how they
relate to the kind of work we do in STM publishing.

1. Traditional containers are going away
Traditional containers like books and journals are no longer necessary to
disseminate content. In fact, most consumers have grown accustomed
to content streams, based not on a publisher’s idea of what is worthy,
but on their own personal interests. Containers affect how we
acquire, distribute, and develop content. Without the confines
of the container, each piece of content must be able to
stand alone. Journal publishers have been working with this
reality for some time, but things like single-article purchase,
patron-driven acquisition, and article-level metrics are
likely just the beginning of how we will see individual
pieces of content developed and monetized. Articles
are well suited to stand alone in this manner, but
even the article as a container is not immune to this
trend. Figures, multimedia, and data can often stand
alone as useful pieces of content. Furthermore, as
containers go away, the walls between containers
also erode. It turns out books aren’t so different from
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Dirty Laundry
Spring and summer comprise conference
season here at Allen Press. My travel
schedule usually kicks off with our own
seminar in April and wraps up with the
last industry meeting sometime in August.
To say this is a busy time of year is a gross
understatement. Despite the bustle of
travel, frenzied email triage, and what my
husband lovingly refers to as laundrypocalypse that ensues from conference
season, the benefits of fresh ideas,
networking opportunities, and just plain
fun outweigh any cause for complaint.
Our feature article, “A Look Through the
Rearview: Reflections on a Keynote,”
shares 17 trends outlined by Joe Wikert,
keynote speaker at our Emerging Trends
in Scholarly Publishing™ seminar, Life in
the Fast Lane: Driving Change or Changing
Drivers. Wikert shared some astute ideas
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about how the publishing industry is
changing. Although he comes from a
trade publishing background, many of his
insights hit home for us in the scholarly
publishing industry as well.
In our views and reviews article, Bridget
Bowles shares a look “Behind the Big
Picture at SSP.” Allen Press sponsored
Graphic Recorder Greg Gersch, who
captured key concepts and ideas from
the Society for Scholarly
Publishing (SSP) meeting,
The New Big Picture:
Connecting Diverse
Perspectives. I had
the pleasure of
spending time
with Gersch
at the
meeting
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and interacting with participants to get
their input on questions such as “What’s
driving change in scholarly publishing?”
There’s a common thread here:
the driving force of change. Like a
mountainous pile of dirty laundry,
sometimes the prospect of change can
seem daunting. However, the need for
change often drives innovation and
creativity in ways that the status quo
never could. So, let’s embrace change –
hopefully in a clean shirt.
We’re interested in your feedback
about the newsletter and any
ideas you have for future
articles. Please email
comments, suggestions,
or ideas to frontmatter@
allenpress.com. 
FrontMatter

feature cont.

2. Content consumption shifts more
toward the browser
Books in the trade sphere were quick to embrace
eBook formats. But an interesting shift in this
medium is the realization that eBook is just a
wrapper around HTML. Furthermore, it limits
HTML. The underlying technology is more
powerful than the wrapper, and the wrapper
is disappearing in favor of consuming content
directly in the browser. Scholarly journals
have been much slower to jump on the eBook
bandwagon, and I think that may be due to the
fact that journals were already moving online in
an XML/HTML environment rendered within the
browser. While we have seen some recent push
to add eBook options on top of the formats that
journals already offer, I don’t see eBooks replacing
HTML. That said, formats like ePub and Mobi are
not going away anytime soon. Lots of big
companies like Amazon have a vested interest
in making sure that these formats stick around.
Scholarly publishers will have to figure out how
they fit into our landscape.

3. Readers will demand more powerful
search capabilities
Search capabilities for eBooks are too simplistic.
They mimic the simple keyword search
capabilities of Word, not the much more powerful
capabilities of Google. Eventually, users will
demand change. In scholarly publishing, we may
actually have an edge here. Because there is far
less reliance on eBook formats and more focus on
HTML and browser-based reading, we are already
operating within a more sophisticated search
environment. Not only do we have expanded
capability through Google itself, but many
online journal hosting platforms include robust
search capability. It is likely, however, that users
will continue to drive more developed search
capability, most likely of a more personalized,
focused nature.

4. Moving beyond "print under glass"
and "dumb content on smart devices"
While Wikert called out the nature of the eBook as
“print under glass,” the same has been said for the
PDF. The PDF is still a predominant format in use
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for scholarly publications, but the call for more
dynamic, reusable formats is becoming louder.
Many publishers have made an investment
in native applications, but too many of these
applications amount to “dumb content on smart
devices.” There is a market for enhanced editions
that allow for more functionality and user
interaction.

5. Gathering and making data
actionable
These days, gathering data is easy. As we move
even further into digital environments, data
are collected passively (i.e., without requiring
any action from the user) and constantly. Doing
something meaningful with data, however, is
much more difficult. Even beyond user data,
the amount of data collected in the service
of published research is staggering. We must
find new ways to make data available in useful
formats.

6. Adaptive content
The more data we collect, the more possibilities
emerge for adaptive content. Wikert imagines
a monitoring program that learns your habits
and interests and keeps track of what you’ve
already read and know. This type of program
would require a high (scary, to some) level of
monitoring, but the benefits to the end user
would be impressive. The avenue where I
see the most possibility for this type of
adaptive content is with continuing
education (CE) programs. A program
that could not only track what
content the user has read and
how he or she performed on CE
assessments but also recommend
appropriate content for follow-up or
improvement in certain areas would be
incredibly useful.
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journals after all, and a figure is a figure, whether it
first appeared in an article or a chapter.
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7. Customer as curator
The idea of the customer as curator is
an intriguing one. Imagine a celebrity
edition where the consumer pays for a
relevant third party’s insight. In scholarly
publishing, this could emerge in the form
of editor’s notes or even reviewer’s comments.
By the time an article is published, several subject
matter experts have already shared their views
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“There are sensors
everywhere.
We carry them
around with us
wherever we go in
our smartphones,
activity monitors,
and other devices.
An abundance of
sensors creates
an abundance
of data.”

on the work. Could these be used to enhance
the published version and provide an additional
layer of content to the end user? It may even
be beneficial to allow public commenting and
curation. Hypothes_is, a non-profit organization
based on the Annotator project, is a great
example of this idea. Hypothes_is is working
on an open platform to allow web-based
annotation on things like blogs, scientific articles,
books, etc. I think the takeaway here is that even
if publishers aren’t promoting and enabling this
type of curation on our own platforms, we should
be aware that the technology will be available to
consumers.

8. Better, more powerful collaboration
This concept goes hand-in-hand with the idea
of the customer as curator. As tools become
available, we’ll start to see a shift toward more
powerful collaboration. Wikert envisions
a social layer built into an application that
allows something like a real-time book club
where members post their thoughts about the
text for others to see. Scientific collaboration
has the potential to follow the same trajectory,
and within the confines of the scholarly
publishing process, I can see the opportunity
for collaboration emerging at multiple different
stages, as part of the authoring process or during
review, as well as post-publication.

9. Content reuse and deployment
We’ve already discussed how the erosion of the
container means that content has to be able to
stand alone, but this environment also makes it
possible to combine and recombine individual
pieces of content into multiple collections or
containers. The longevity of a particular piece of
content may be quite different from discipline to
discipline. Those with
a longer lifespan of
relevancy may actually
yield increased
opportunity for
reuse in the future.

10. Lifelong learning
The need for lifelong learning
is a reality that transcends
industry and discipline. It is
the new way of things, and

staying on top of new trends and technologies is
a necessity.

11. Content recommendations and the
“content concierge”
There is no doubt that we experience a deluge
of content on a daily basis. Search may be pretty
sophisticated, but we still need better filters.
Beyond just filters, there is a desire to reproduce
the serendipity that flourished in the pre-online
publishing world. Wikert posited this in terms
of browsing the bookstore, but the same type
of serendipitous discovery was also present
in browsing the Table of Contents in a printed
journal. eTOC alerts just don’t seem to be
enough to bring back browsing.

12. Sponsorship revenue
Scholarly publishers have been dealing with
the ramifications of online advertising for some
time, but the idea of offering readers the choice
of free content that is sponsored or a paid
version with no advertising is something new.
The freemium model works well for subscription
services like Spotify; could it work for journal
subscriptions? The hurdle is ideological in nature.
The notion of sponsored content smacks of
advertorial, something scholarly publications
work hard to avoid. However, if we can get past
any ideological objections, there could be an
opportunity to raise value for advertisers (and, in
turn, revenue for publishers).

13. Print vs. digital
Regarding print vs. digital distribution, Wikert
echoed what we’ve been hearing for some time:
it’s not an either-or proposition. Each has its
strengths, and we should be thinking of ways
that the two mediums might complement each
other. One example might be placing smart tags
in the printed version of a publication that point
to additional content only available online, like
multimedia files. The reverse can also be done.
Imagine links in the online version to purchase
content like large maps, colorful infographics,
posters, or other content subscribers might like
to have in print. Even if your publication isn’t
well suited to these types of content, digital
technology allows for shorter press runs, making
it possible for publishers to give subscribers their
choice of formats.
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14. Subscription models
Wikert comes from a book publishing
background where subscriptions have not
traditionally been an option. For journal
publishers, subscriptions have always been
the name of the game. Nonetheless, the points
Wikert raised are still quite relevant. The question
of renting (i.e., licensing) content vs. owning
it is applicable, although the expectations
may vary significantly between individual
subscribers and institutions. The possibilities for
new subscription models are also expanding.
Metered access, article rental, and patrondriven acquisition are examples of three such
models that have emerged in the last 5 years.
Freemium subscription models may not be too
far-fetched after all. However, Wikert cautions
that free versions can’t be too good or users
won’t see the value in the paid version. They
also can’t be too bad, or users will never buyup. Another very interesting point Wikert made
is that the container erosion discussed earlier
also has a pretty big impact on subscription
models. Publishers can slice and dice content for
resale. Why not offer a subscription to a dynamic
special collection that grows as new articles
are published on the collection topic? Or allow
subscribers to purchase an article allotment
rather than a full subscription. End users could
choose the articles they find relevant. The
possibilities, it seems, are ever expanding.

15. Why Johnny doesn’t like e-textbooks
There has been no shortage of studies about the
effects of e-textbooks on students' learning. Most
still show a preference for print. However, it would
be interesting to see how studies might change
if the population surveyed did not grow up with
print textbooks. One point that really stood out to
me is that there is still an expectation that digital
should cost less. This idea seems to be pervasive
regardless of the type of content. There may still
be an opportunity for enhanced digital editions
to command a higher price.

16. The Internet of Things, predictive
analytics and content
There are sensors everywhere. We carry
them around with us wherever we go in our
smartphones, activity monitors, and other
devices. An abundance of sensors creates an
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abundance of data. The question is, what can
we do with the data? How can we combine data
from different devices/sensors to help predict
future behavior? Even better, how can we use
data to encourage the behavior we want? This
idea seems to be a little better developed in the
trade space. Fitness apps promote sponsored
contests that award prizes for physical activity
recorded by the app. Wikert imagined an app
that alerts users when it is time for routine car
maintenance. Maybe that app provides a coupon
to a local garage, or links to DIY videos for home
maintenance. In scholarly publishing, I foresee
a time when publishers go beyond the eTOC
alert to notify readers when content related to
their area of expertise or previous purchases
is published. This type of thing can be done
with saved search alerts now, but currently it
requires too much action on the part of the user
to really take off. How can we make this type of
interaction seamless (and still welcome)?

17. Indirect promoting direct
Publishers collect sales from a lot of indirect
channels, from big retailers like Amazon
to aggregations and subscription agents.
Everyone knows that the most profitable sale
is the direct sale. Wikert recommends using
indirect channels to promote direct channels. He
described a program at O’Reilly whereby every
eBook sold included an invitation to register
the eBook with O’Reilly to receive additional
formats and updates. The registration fee was
modest, only $5.00, but the program was very
profitable. Readers who purchased the book
through an indirect retail channel were provided
with an incentive to interact with the publisher
directly, which meant not only direct revenue
from the registration, but also the potential for
additional revenue from the purchaser, who was
exposed to more of the publisher’s products and
messaging.

Joe Wikert is the director
of strategy and business
development at Olive
Software. Prior to joining
Olive Software, he
was general manager,
publisher, and chair of the
Tools of Change (TOC)
conference at O’Reilly
Media, Inc. Joe managed
each of the editorial
groups at O’Reilly as well
as the Microsoft Press
team and the retail sales
organization. Before
joining O’Reilly, he
was vice president and
executive publisher at
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
in their P/T division. Joe
is also the author of the
Digital Content Strategies
site (www.joewikert.
com), where he shares his
opinions about the digital
content industry.

Wikert’s goal for his keynote address was to
serve as a catalyst to get publishers thinking
about the possibilities. I don’t know about you,
but he sure got me thinking! To view a video and
slides from Wikert’s presentation, as well as the
other presentations from our Emerging Trends
seminar, visit http://allenpress.com/resources/
archive. 
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Behind the Big Pictures at SSP
From May 27–29, nine hundred
scholarly publishing representatives
gathered to debate, discuss, and
define the future of scholarly
publishing at the SSP 37th Annual
Meeting. While attendees focused
on discussing topics in line with the
meeting theme, “The New Big Picture:
Connecting Diverse Perspectives”, one
man was busy literally drawing the
new big picture.
Sponsored by Allen Press, Graphic
Recorder Greg Gersch absorbed,
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interpreted, synthesized, and set down
on paper a permanent record of the
meeting – in hand-drawn images and
typographic phrases.
For Jenny Lawton and Ken Auletta’s
keynotes, Gersch systematically
captured notable watchwords and
graphic representations of the
two influential presentations. Live
recordings such as these are the type
of graphic recording Gersch usually
does. During the presentation, he
focuses on capturing as much as he

can. Afterward, he fills in with color,
adds additional images, and clarifies
questions. At this meeting he was
assisted by Allen Press sales and
marketing staff, who took notes and
did their best to help Gersch capture
as many details as possible.
Allen Press staff also played an
important role during the other half of
Gersch’s graphic recordings at SSP – the
open-ended questions. This approach
is slightly more rare in the industry,
but was very valuable for those at SSP.

FrontMatter

Throughout the conference, banners
hung in the hallway prompted people
to answer questions such as “What’s
driving change in scholarly publishing"
and “What was your Eureka! Moment?”
Conference attendees volunteered
responses to these broad questions as
they walked by or tweeted answers to
@AllenPress. Allen Press staff helped
solicit input from attendees, and when
necessary, interpreted and explained
the often complex scholarly publishing
world to Gersch, who creatively
portrayed each response. They also
monitored the conference hashtag
#ssp2015 and provided snippets
from there as contributions to the big
pictures.
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Pulling answers from several sources
enabled a myriad of opinions to
surface. Gersch endeavored to capture
as many ideas as possible and present
them in a way that honored the original
thought without filtering or passing
judgment. Thus, the viewer is left to
choose whether to affirm or oppose
each idea.
Often, disagreements or thoughts on
one image were vocalized to Gersch,
who then added a rebuttal to the
canvas. “No one reads” was one of
the first responses to a prompt, and
someone from another discipline came
by, saw it, and disagreed. Greg added
a speech bubble declaring “That’s not

true.” Thus, a common debate in our
industry was captured creatively and
concisely.
At the end of it all, each canvas was
covered with dozens of images and
phrases that summed up the meeting.
By synthesizing and presenting a
large amount of information in this
way, Gersch gave attendees a fresh
perspective and, perhaps, the ability
to process ideas in new and different
ways.
For those of us who were not lucky
enough to attend the SSP Annual Meeting
this year, the images provide a fantastic,
beautiful record of the meeting. 
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PIA MidAmerica Awards Allen Press Three Best of Category GraphEx
Awards for Excellence in Printing
Allen Press was the recipient of eight
awards in the Printing & Imaging
Association of MidAmerica’s Graphic
Excellence Competition (GraphEx).
GraphEx was created in 1989 to recognize
outstanding work in the print media
industry.
The Mineralogical Record, Volume 25,
Number 5, the 2015 Ames Percherons
Calendar, and FrontMatter, Issue Number
29, won Best of Category awards in
Magazines, Periodicals, and Publications
(Web Press); Calendars (Booklet); and
Newsletters, respectively. Allen Press also
received five Awards of Excellence for
various publications, including Orchids,
Volume 83, Issue 3; Doll News, Summer

2014; Mineral Collections in Texas; the 2014
Windmore Literacy Magazine; and the
Three by Three Illustrations Directory.

Judges qualify pieces based on several
categories, including binding, use of
paper, coating, clarity, and smoothness.

“Receiving these awards highlights the
commitment to quality and attention to
technical detail of our production teams
at Allen Press. Exceeding our customers’
expectations is our mission, and that
includes ensuring that the quality of
each publication that rolls off our presses
is second to none,” said Gerald Lillian,
Allen Press CEO. “We have the advantage
of working with so many beautifully
designed publications. Without these
loyal customers, we would not have the
opportunity to showcase our work in the
same way.”

Entries in the Best of Category
automatically compete for Best of Show
recognition. The Mineralogical Record,
Volume 25, Number 5, the 2015 Ames
Percherons Calendar, and FrontMatter,
Issue Number 29, will be entered into the
international competition for Printing
Industries of America’s Premier Print
Awards.
Allen Press was honored at the 2015
Awards Gala on April 30, which was held
at the Negro Leagues Baseball Museum in
Kansas City, Missouri. 

